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FLYING AEDS
Drone Delivery Canada (DDC) successfully completed Phase Two of a tria l recently where a
drone equipped w ith an AED (automated external defibrillator) was del ivered to Peel Reg ion
Paramedics during simulated emergency calls .
Phase One, completed last year and in which
one of DDC's Sparrow drones equ ipped with
an AED and related paramedical equipment,
repeatedly arrived on scene ahead of groundbased ambulances, leading DDC to claim a 100
percent success rate.
The recently completed Phase Two of the trial
consisted of the AED package being dropped
from the drone, eliminating the need for it to
land . A designated lay bystander would then
retrieve the AED and put it to use.
"This partnership between DDC and Peel
Regional Paramedic Services is groundbreaking," DDC's CEO Michael Zahra said in a press
release . "This innovative program utilizes DDC's
proprietary drone logistics platform to deliver
rapid first responder technology via DDC's Sparrow drone with the goal to reduce response
time and potentially save. lives ."
Added program participant Dr. Sheldon
Cheskes, an associate professor at the University of Toronto, "Our previous research within
our rural com mun ity suggested the need to optimize the simplicity of AED use once delivered
by a drone to the site of a ca rdiac arrest. After
today's test flights it will not take long to see
drones as part of an organized 9-1 -1 response to
cardiac arrest in rural commun ities ."
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Among other technological achievements, DOC has written an advanced automated battery management system that
ensures flight performance and optimizes
flight endurance. All of these developments
are wrapped within their wide-ranging
software management system called DOC
Flyte, which allows their drones to fly safely within controlled airspace.
These drones will typically fall into
two categories of applications. The first
addresses locations that are difficult to
access such as remote community deliveries for e-commerce and last mile deliveries for industries such as mining and oil
and gas operations (especially offshore)
etc. The second category addresses timesensitive deliveries, such as medical applications, humanitarian or emergency
aid situations, urgent delivery of emergency repair parts, etc.
DDC stands alone as a market leader at
this time, leading the way towards highend commercial drones that can operate
legally and safely in already congested
airspace. Other drone developers are focused on consumer package delivery of
small items. DOC customers say that their
commercial drones are further along the
research and development path when
compared to consumer delivery inventors.

Drone Delivery Canada is a publicly
traded company listed on the Toronto
Stock Exchange' s TSX Venture Exchange.
They have a partnered with Air Canada
Cargo and together are actively pursuing
new accounts for drone delivery services.
The drone delivery industry is expected to explode onto the market and the
growth potential for the company looks
very promising if they can overcome the
airspace challenges that all drone delivery services face. For traditional private,
commercial and airline pilots alike, this
shared airspace issue causes serious worries, raising many practical concerns, so
TC's role to keep the airspace safe is vital.
Goldman Sachs Research said in a statement, "The fastest growth opportunity
comes from businesses and civil governments. They're just beginning to explore
the possibilities, but we expect they'll
spend $13 billion on drones by 2020, putting thousands of them in the sky."
TC has imposed strict rules and regulations on drones, which they refer to as Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems, or RPAS,
and they have the teeth to back up this
legislation with hefty fines and operating
suspensions. TC, through the recently created and implemented CAR Part IX, has
established some of the toughest rules

of any country regarding drone flights.
However, these current rules are largely
aimed at consumers and amateur drone
flyers and commercial drone operators
such as DDC are lobbying for more business-friendly regulations.
With the rapid growth of e-commerce
and the acceptance of online shopping in
general, there is a massive shift underway
in the retail industry. Home delivery is
growing at a phenomenal pace. Some argue that drone deliveries for consumers in
urban and suburban areas are still years
away. Will deliveries in rural and remote
areas will come first? Only time will tell.
Finding skilled drone pilots is one
of the hurdles slowing future market
growth. The DDC answer is fully autonomous drones with a centralized Network
Operation Centre in Vaughan, where
human operators intervene if and when
required. The drones use standard CPS
technology to fly their planned flight, but
as they near the depot destinations, they
add in optical vision systems to target a
landing platform for pinpoint accuracy.
Drone Delivery Canada is currently focused only on opportunities in the business-to-business sectors. They see deliveries for medical supplies, mail, parts
and food as viable short-term options

today. Flying drones within campus environments is their first-stage scenario.
Many large-scale customers have entered
into discussions for drone deployment in
industries such as public warehousing,
parts manufacturing, medical testing
and equipment delivery, even combined
with traditional commercial aviation.
Global warehousing company DSV
Canada is building a massive 1.2-millionsquare-foot warehouse outside Toronto.
The company announced a commercial
agreement with Drone Delivery Canada
through its sales agent Air Canada Cargo.
DSV Canada will deploy DDC' s drone
delivery platform at its new head office
and warehouse in Milton, Ontario. These
drones will remain on their property and
overfly from one end of the warehouse
to the other to expedite movement of
controlled goods faster and with fewer
end-to-end touchpoints than they could
otherwise achieve indoors.
Another 2020 deployment will be at
the Edmonton International Airport. It
is Canada's largest major airport by area
with more than 7,000 acres (2,833 hectares) shared by dozens of businesses from
airlines, maintenance companies, FBOs,
cargo to retail operations and more. DDC
will provide drones to fly within the pe-

Drone pilot at the controls at DD C's operations centre
in Vaughan, Ontario.

rimeter of the property to deliver packages,
thereby saving time and money and speeding up urgent deliveries within the airport
footprint. This makes the Edmonton the
first metropolitan region in Canada to have
an airport-based drone delivery hub.
"EIA is proud to partner with industry
leader DDC to establish Canada's first
airport drone delivery site and drastically modernize cargo logistics and supply chain solutions," said Myron Keehn,
EIA' s vice-president of air service and
commercial development.
DDC envisions developing future rotary wing and fixed wing versions that
will be able to carry larger payloads over
longer distances. At some point, when
appropriate regulations are in place, DDC
sees movement of drones off single properties and to depots at other locations that
are nearby or in the region.
TC has launched, jointly with the
National Research Council's Aerospace
Research Centre, the Consortium for
Aerospace Research and Innovation in
Canada (CARIC), and the Consortium
for Aerospace Research and Innovation
in Quebec (CRIAQ). Together they are a
WWW . CANADI AN AV IATOR.COM
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(Top) DDC's CEO Michael Zahra with Condor
(mid) DDC's Flight Control Centre (btm) Flyte
tracking software.

call for project ideas to further strengthen
Canada's foothold in the drone industry.
Through collaborative research activities, the outcome of this program will
help inform TC's regulatory framework
to promote safe and economically viable
drone use in Canada.
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TC invited feedback from industry
players and other interested parties on
the subject of revising CARs Part IX, with
submissions welcomed until June. Under
consideration is allowing drones to fly
higher than the current 400-foot ceiling,
which will permit them to mix with the

manned aviation aircraft. They are also
considering increasing the weight limits
so bigger commercial drones can fly with
heavier payloads.
TC is looking at the existing drone
licensing requirements too. They are
pondering a third category of licence for
the higher, heavier drones that is closer
to the skills and knowledge required to
obtain a private pilot licence. Also, under consideration is the loosening of Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) rules,
which would mean leveraging advanced
technologies like pilot-worn, virtual- or
augmented-reality goggles or headsets
and artificial intelligence capabilities to
fly these large-scale drones. TC is also
evaluating a form of transponder for
these special-category drones.
The regulator has a lot of hard work to
do to make commercial drones a cohesive
part of controlled airspace fabric. It can
be achieved, and it will be done. Drones
are expected to become an important part
of the Canadian aviation system at some
point in the future. However, it is a slow
journey to make it all safe and without
conflict for all stakeholders, including
general aviation and, more importantly,
the public. 'V-.

MOOSE FACTORY TRIAL

A recent proof-of-concept tria l aimed at deliver-

solution . A tria l was conducted to va lidate this

ing medica l services linked Moose Factory to

strategy and proved worthwhile .

remote Indigenous communities that are even
more remote in utilizing this technology, as the

Moosonee, in Northern Ontario nea r Hudson

Last December DDC received provisiona l

Bay. Moose Factory, situated on an island in the

approval for a project with the Moose Creek

plans are to make this community a hub and
depot for the North.

Moose River, is where the main medical services

First Nation that would allow for DDC to enter a

"As an eng ineer, it's a great opportunity to

are located, while a health services clinic is on

commercia l relationsh ip with First Nation for the

work on leading edge technology and also help

the mainland in Moosonee. While the distance

delivery of goods between Moose Factory and

build out a new industry. Our solution is truly

less tha n five kilometres, traversing the river

Moosonee. The implementation is scheduled to

innovative and world class . Given the situation

can be unpredictab le and potentially dangerous,

begin this year.

with COVID-19, our solution can help save lives

especially in the spring and the fa ll when the ice

Stan Kapashesit, Director of Economic Devel-

doing medica l deliveries. It's very satisfying

is not strong enough to support vehicular traffic

opment for the Moose Cree First Nation, also

to make a difference for socia l benefit," sa id

and too broken up to navigate a boat through,

serves on DDC's advisory board. One of the main

Erik Chau, Drone Delivery Canada Engineering

so a drone to li nk the two locations is an ideal

objectives of this partnership is to he lp other

Manager.
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70 /38

80 I 43

120 I 65

30 I1 6.2

60 /32

200/120

900 I 2,953

900 I 2,953

3,048 I 10,000

Maximum payload (kg I lb)

4.5/ 10

11.3 I 25

180/ 397

Maximum takeoff weight (kg I lb)

25 I 55.1

34/75

476I1,050

Aircraft type

Rotorcraft - M ultirotor

Rotorcraft - M ultirotor

Rotorcraft - helicopter

Powerplant

Eight electric brushless motors

Eight electric brush less motors

Two-stroke gasoline engine

Navigation

GPS-based

GPS-based

GPS-based

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

DDC Flyte™

DOC Flyte™

DDC Flyte™

Model
Maximum airspeed (km/h I kt)
Maximum range (km I nm)
Maximum altitude I Cei ling (m I ft)

Takeoff I Landing
Flight management
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ATTITUDES
Aerobatics pilots are made not
born but there has to be that
essential drive for excel lence and
pushing one's limits. In a new
column launching this month,
instructor Luke Penner tells us
how to get in the zone.
BY LUKE PENNER
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With regulation starting to catch
up with the technology, the

40 Year Journey

droneindust~isreadytolaunch

30 TALES FROM THE LAKEVIEW

with a dizzying array of services
and functions. Drone Delive~
Canada is one of the pioneers.
BY MICHAEL J. MARTIN

The Bay's Airplanes

44 OLD SCHOOL
SUCCESS
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Stephen Jeffe~ built Ahmic
Air the old fashioned way
with courage, hard work and
determination and it now fi lls
an important role in northern
aviation. It's also his dream job.
STORY AND PHOTOS
BY ROBERTS. GRANT
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Luke Penner /
re-enacted the
image that set him /
on course as an
aerobatics pi lot.

Photo by Jacob
Oldenkamp
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